CLOUD X® WAN
The Complete Managed SD-WAN Solution
Hybrid WAN Connectivity – Any Site, Anywhere

Enterprises are accelerating to the Cloud at an exponential rate as applications and processes
are virtualized and consumed on-demand. But as the enterprise advances, new challenges
emerge and the enterprise WAN needs to catch-up with the Cloud:
Traditional network operations impact the enterprise’s ability to be agile
The Internet has arrived as a viable enterprise connectivity option in the right circumstances but is
difficult to build successfully into end-to-end platforms
Network bandwidth is ﬁxed but rarely used to its max
Routing network traffic to the Cloud is inefficient
A multitude of function-speciﬁc appliances like routers,
ﬁrewalls and WAN optimisers adds layers of complexity and cost
The traditional approach to networking must continuously
evolve to boost the enterprise’s journey to the Cloud.

Introducing CLOUD X WAN –
Your Complete End-to-End
SD-WAN Solution
Orchestrate Network Services with Cloud-Like Agility
Add new sites & Implement Business policies with one click

Fully-Leverage Low Cost Network Technologies
Make use of broadband and 4G without compromise on security or performance

Better Utilize Available Bandwidth including “Back-Up” Circuits
“Pool” bandwidth through intelligent load balancing

Rich In Visibility to Application Performance
Advance Analytics helps to understand applications performance while helping
Businesses to keep up with Market demands

Match Application Traffic to Connectivity Type
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Optimize application performance and routing decisions “on-the-ﬂy”

Better Utilize Available Bandwidth including “Back-Up” Circuits
“Pool” bandwidth through intelligent load balancing
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CLOUD X® WAN

A New Software Deﬁned Network Built on over GCX’s vast Global IP / MPLS Core

+ The traditional approach to networking
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must continuously evolve to boost the
enterprise’s journey to the Cloud.

CLOUD X® WAN

End-to-End Managed Next Generation Enterprise Networks
On-demand agility with a rich Integrated Virtualized Network Appliance available from an
industry leading vendor, deployed at the click of a mouse
Increased Return on Investment with improved bandwidth efficiency thanks to intelligent
application-speciﬁc dynamic routing decisions and load-balancing across the paths available
Reduced Total Cost of Ownership with ﬂexible devices capable of performing multiple Network
Functions and widespread use of low cost Internet
Improved user-experience with application network performance ﬁne-tuned and optimised
end-to-end
Future-proofed networks anywhere globally, optimized for the Cloud

Flexibility, Agility, Cloud-centricity, Visibility, Control
CLOUD X WAN is an agile Software-Deﬁned WAN (SD-WAN) overlay platform built on top of a robust
IP/MPLS network, which is ground up for cloud management, and come out of the box with
centralized management, layer 7 device and application visibility, real time web-based diagnostics,
monitoring, reporting, and much, much more. Cisco Meraki deploys quickly and easily, with minimal
training or proprietary command line interfaces providing:
Global SD-WAN overlay built on top of GCX’s vast IP/MPLS underlay framework
On-demand WAN Edge service provisioning running on powerful SD-WAN Appliance
Self-service with the ability to order new locations, deploy new appliances via a simple to use
customer portal
“Zero-touch” network provisioning of services
End-to-end Hybrid Secure WAN connectivity
Service transparency with information-rich application level performance visibility and reporting
Seamless connectivity for Internet-connected locations onto GCX’s vast global MPLS backbone
Managed service with full inter-operability with “traditional” GCX-provided CPE-based managed
network services
Managed connectivity options available in more than 200 countries worldwide from the world
leader in Hybrid networks
Direct connectivity throughout the world into public Clouds like AWS, Microsoft Azure, Alibaba
Cloud and Softlayer via CLOUD X Fusion
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Integrated IAM Policy – External (Internet Cloud Dashboard) User Management

CLOUD X® WAN

Flexibility, Agility, Cloud-centricity, Visibility, Control (cont’d)
Feature-rich SD-WAN Appliance with Cloud-enabled central dashboard control will future-proof your
network and make it truly Cloud-centric:

vRouting
Dynamic application-level network routing decisions according to application type, network
performance thresholds, and path status
Multiple links in Active (Active mode), aggregate bandwidth used at the site Load-balancing of traffic
to maximize bandwidth efficiency over multiple links
Application-based Path selection: site-level, site group level and application group level policies
Automatic failover: In case of more than two Paths, the fall-back Path selected by a policy setting

vSecurity
Creation and management of secure IPSec tunnels among the sites and to the Internet
Firewall protection for “local” Internet breakout, application-based, user-based, department-based

vAdvanced Security
All vSecurity features plus anti-virus, anti-spam, Web search & content ﬁltering
Application layer gateway, application ﬁrewall, application-level DDoS and IPS
Geography-based ﬁrewall rules
AMP (Advanced Malware Protection)
YouTube for schools

CLOUD X Fusion
Accelerated network performance into and out of Cloud platforms when coupled with CLOUD X Fusion

+ Whether you are a manufacturer with production
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plants and supply chain dependent upon Cloud-based
ERP applications, a multinational retailer with hundreds
of high street stores reliant upon Cloud-based CRM
and Big Data, or any type of enterprise in between,
CLOUD X WAN is for you.

CLOUD X® WAN

Ultimate Flexibility Through Performance-Based Auto VPN Routing
With CLOUD X WAN, the network can be programmed at an application level with centralized
cloud-managed secured orchestrator dashboard sequenced on-the-ﬂy through the Cloud
Portal.”. This means routing and network behaviour policies can literally be set according to
application and traffic-type. For example, Auto VPN, which as a component of SD-WAN and
transitions the manual steps for setting the VPN tunnel into a simple automated process. It takes
only a few clicks and makes it easy to deploy and manage an SD-WAN environment. It gives
resilience, security and application optimization. It has automatic VPN route generation using the
IKE/IPSec-like tunnels and all this is done in the cloud

Now that’s ﬂexible networking!
SD-WAN Characteristics

SD-WAN Component

Support for VPNs

Auto VPN

Multiple connection types (MPLS,
Internet, LTE, etc.)

MX uplink options allow for multiple
connection type.

Dynamic path selection (allows for load
sharing across WAN connection)

Devices can perform uplink load
balancing across WAN connections

Simple WAN Conﬁgurations Interface
(Must support zero-touch provisioning
at a branch, should be easy to set up)

Dashboard & API conﬁguration
interfaces

Any Site, Anywhere
CLOUD X WAN services are available on a global basis leveraging GCX’s unrivalled capability and
experience to provide and manage both performance-guaranteed MPLS and low cost Internet
connectivity in almost any geography worldwide.
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We can provide options in more than 200 countries globally, and if that’s not enough, if there’s
other connectivity option available, we’ll integrate it. With CLOUD X WAN gateways spread across
the US, Europe and Asia, even sites connected by low cost Internet can beneﬁt from improved
network performance across our vast MPLS network.

No other provider worldwide can match our ability to provide and manage
end-to-end hybrid solutions. And now we do this with SD-WAN and Network
Function Virtualization

CLOUD X® WAN

Fully Integrated Direct Cloud Connectivity
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Avoid the Pitfalls of Hybrid Networks with SD-WAN
GCX has unrivalled and unsurpassed pedigree in providing managed hybrid networks on a truly global
scale having deployed hundreds of business-critical customer networks and hundreds of thousands
of customer locations over the past 25 years.
No other provider knows hybrid networks like we do.
And by looking at Cloud computing from the networking viewpoint we have solved the conundrum of
relying on the public Internet to connect to high power virtualized Cloud environments. CLOUD X
Fusion and CLOUD X WAN, seamlessly allow enterprises to combine the speed and power of ﬁber
optics with the agility, ﬂexibility and cost-efficiencies of “pay as you go” Cloud computing; available on
a global scale and controlled by a simple-to-use user portal.
That’s different.
Whether you are a manufacturer with production plants and supply chain dependent upon
Cloud-based ERP applications, a multinational retailer with hundreds of high street stores reliant
upon Cloud-based CRM and Big Data, or any type of enterprise in between, CLOUD X WAN is for you.
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